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Searching for ways to switch on brown fat: are we getting warmer?
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Abstract

Obesity rates are increasing alongside those of its co-morbidities, placing a huge strain on health systems across the globe. Evidence points to inappropriate levels of ectopic lipid accumulation outside of adipose tissue being a major factor in the progression of many of these diseases. Brown adipose tissue (BAT) has a huge capacity to remove lipids from the circulatory system to fuel thermogenesis. Multiple studies have now confirmed the existence of active BAT in adult humans, making strategies aimed at activating it a potential therapeutic option in obese subjects. In recent years, researchers working in murine models have found a wide range of endogenous molecules with specific roles regulating BAT. These findings place BAT firmly within the wider network of physiological regulation covering global metabolism. They also highlight the possibility of targeting thermogenesis in a safe and specific manner to remove potentially harmful lipids released from stressed or failing white adipose tissue in obese states.
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Introduction

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) is currently the focus of a global resurgence in scientific interest, owing to its now confirmed presence and functionality in humans. Its importance for energy balance in rodents has been known for decades, and, therefore, the suggestion has been put that it has potential as an anti-obesity strategy in humans. The problem is that previous attempts to target human BAT through the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) have proven unsafe. This review aims to draw attention to a range of molecules identified in past months that appear able to activate BAT via different and previously undescribed mechanisms. The research community should be encouraged that BAT is not an impossible target, and there are a range of imaginative strategies that might serve to enhance BAT function in a highly specific manner (Fig. 1).

Why switch on brown fat in humans?

It is now beyond debate that obesity is a burgeoning epidemic, caused primarily by a state of positive energy balance and characterised by the excess deposition of lipids in white adipose tissue (WAT) as well as ectopically in nonadipose tissues. The condition is strongly associated with hyperglycaemia, increased circulating triglycerides, insulin resistance and diabetes. These co-morbidities themselves increase the risk of other diseases, particularly those of the cardiovascular system. Amongst younger individuals, the rise in obesity rates is threatening to reverse the reduction seen in previous years in mortality from myocardial infarction, the leading cause of death across the globe (Allender et al. 2008, O’Flaherty et al. 2008, Vaartjes et al. 2011). Also, as the population ages, peripheral vascular disease, reno-vascular disease, cerebral vascular disease, and vascular dementia are also likely to become increasingly prevalent. If better approaches to tackle the spread of obesity are not implemented, we face further increases in these related health burdens.

It has been suggested that the increase in WAT volume is not in itself problematic but rather the crucial factor is the point at which a person reaches their maximum lipid storage capacity (Virtue & Vidal-Puig 2008). This ‘adipose expandability’ hypothesis poses that when the maximal adipose capacity is reached (and the threshold differs hugely between individuals), a failure to buffer daily lipid fluxes results in ectopic fat deposition in heart, liver, muscle, pancreatic beta cells and the vasculature, a theory certainly supported by functional data from humans (McQuaid et al. 2011).
These non-adipose tissues are poorly adapted for fat storage and as such succumb to lipotoxic effects that lead to increased insulin resistance, inflammation and apoptosis (Virtue & Vidal-Puig 2010). Obesity is also known to coincide with a state of chronic, low-level inflammation, and a pro-inflammatory switch in macrophage polarisation is typical of both the adipose tissue of obese, insulin-resistant humans and atherosclerotic plaques (Hansson 2005, Lumeng et al. 2007, Apovian et al. 2008, Thorp 2010).

A growing body of evidence supports the theory that exposure to increased levels of specific lipids can drive such perturbations. As such, lipids are becoming increasingly viewed as potent signalling molecules in their own right in the context of metabolic disease (Wymann & Schneiter 2008). Palmitate for instance plays a key role in macrophage dysfunction and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress-mediated apoptosis (Li et al. 2009, Aflaki et al. 2011), and in obese mice, an increased lipid burden resulting from failed adipose tissue storage drives macrophage polarisation towards a pro-inflammatory state (Prieur et al. 2011). In the search for new ways to tackle the obesity epidemic, finding mechanisms for reducing circulating lipids beyond LDL-cholesterol seems an attractive primary target and one that is specifically encouraged by the European Atherosclerosis Society (Chapman et al. 2011).

**Brown adipose tissue**

BAT has evolved as an organ to ensure the maintenance of core body temperature in mammals. Where WAT stores lipids for the timely provision of energy, BAT burns them and uncouples their oxidation from ATP production through mitochondrial uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), allowing the dissipation of energy as heat (Cannon & Nedergaard 2004). When thermogenically active, the high rates of oxidative...
phosphorylation in BAT mean it requires large quantities of lipid and glucose, which it draws from both intracellular lipid stores (Ouellet et al. 2012) and directly from the circulation (Meyer et al. 2010, Bartelt et al. 2011). It is the metabolic nature of BAT that makes its application to human metabolic disease so attractive, as an organ with the potential to directly address the problems of positive energy balance, hyperglycaemia and hyperlipidaemia directly.

Interest in the application of BAT to human disease has snowballed in recent years thanks to advances in imaging techniques and stable glucose and lipid tracers. These tools have enabled numerous groups to detect active BAT depots in healthy individuals and are constantly improving in sensitivity (Cypess et al. 2009, Zingaretti et al. 2009, Lee et al. 2011, Ouellet et al. 2011, 2012, Yoneshiro et al. 2011, Mirbolooki et al. 2012). The amount of BAT detected varies greatly, but this is largely due to its detection being dependant on activity, which is highly responsive to environmental factors. Following the confirmation that its presence and regulation is intact in a large proportion of study subjects, it would seem logical for BAT, like all other organs, to exist to some extent in everyone. Extrapolating this idea leads inevitably to the idea that switching on this resident fat burning tissue could be useful in a clinical setting. In a previous review outlining the therapeutic usefulness of BAT from a bioenergetic perspective, it was estimated that when active, just a few grams of BAT had the potential to increase daily energy expenditure in humans by as much as 20% (Cypess & Kahn 2010). This is a purely theoretical assumption and is likely an overstatement of human BAT capacity but it does serve to highlight the immense metabolic capacity of brown adipocytes. Indirect calorimetry data from humans instead suggests that the figure is closer to 6% (Yoneshiro et al. 2012) and in fact a more subtle increase in energy expenditure may be better for long-term weight loss strategies. Any large shift is likely to either drive a compensatory increase in food intake or a large drop in body weight, in turn reducing basal metabolic rate and negating the thermogenic activity. However, beyond BAT’s potential for redressing positive energy balance, it is likely that its capacity to remove lipids from the circulatory system will have benefits beyond just weight reduction in patients at increased risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes and stroke.

Physiological regulation of thermogenesis in BAT

Physiological regulation of BAT occurs via the SNS and is primarily mediated through activation of β3 adrenergic receptors expressed on brown adipocytes. Adrenergic stimulation of BAT increases intracellular cAMP and in turn activates protein kinase A (PKA). This mediates both the induction of thermogenic gene expression via downstream protein kinases and transcriptional regulators such as peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma co-activators (PGCs). At the same time, it leads to the acute activation of enzymes required for the uptake, mobilisation and mitochondrial oxidation of lipids (Cannon & Nedergaard 2004, Collins et al. 2010). A second important regulator of BAT function that is equally well characterised is thyroid hormone, which works in synergy with the SNS to enhance the stimulatory effects of noradrenaline (Silva 1995).

These regulatory mechanisms also obviously exist in humans, and conditions such as phaeochromocytoma (a catecholamine-producing tumour of the adrenal gland; Lean et al. 1986) and chronic hyperthyroidism (Skarulis et al. 2009) indicate that increased stimulation through either of them can serve to significantly increase the amount and thermogenic activity of BAT, as is routinely observed in rodents. However, the adrenergic and thyroid axes regulate swathes of global physiology, controlling not just metabolism but numerous organs and cellular processes. Their validity as pharmacological targets to increase thermogenesis are supported by the effectiveness of drugs such as ephedrine and sibutramine at increasing sympathetic nerve activity to increase metabolic rate and reduce body weight (Finer et al. 2000). Unfortunately, these drug-based strategies also result in the promiscuous over-stimulation of adrenergic receptors expressed in the cardiovascular system (Haller & Benowitz 2000, Torp-Pedersen et al. 2007). As such, unacceptable increases to the risk of stroke and heart attack have precluded their continued use in humans. In addition, recent evidence from humans suggests that ephedrine’s energy expending effects are not driven via increased BAT stimulation but by some other less specific metabolic activation (Cypess et al. 2012).

The search for new ways to activate BAT

Given the ‘proof of principle’ of the activation of BAT in humans, there has been a surge in research to understand in detail its regulation, with the aim of finding safe and effective ways to increase thermogenesis. The result has been that over recent years, a number of molecules have come to light that possess the ability to regulate either the differentiation and the expansion of BAT and/or its acute thermogenic activity. Two of the most interesting characteristics of these molecules are that they exist under normal physiological conditions and work not through the direct activation of adrenergic or thyroid receptors but
instead target-specific aspects of brown adipocyte biology. In this sense, they are perhaps less likely to cause cytotoxicity or have detrimental effects in other tissues. In addition, it has been a surprising revelation that a large number of peripheral organs and cell types produce molecules with distinct effects on BAT. This has updated the view of BAT being an isolated tissue with a single role and instead placed it firmly within a regulatory network of broader physiological responses.

**BAT regulatory molecules produced by other organs**

**Heart**

The maintenance of thermogenesis in BAT depends fundamentally on an abundant supply of nutrients and oxygen and therefore on cardiac output. Following cold exposure, the classical environmental driver of thermogenesis, a number of changes occur in the cardiovascular system including hypertension and cardiac hypertrophy (Sun 2010). Natriuretic peptides (NPs) are hormones produced in the heart that traditionally act on the renal system to maintain fluid homoeostasis. NPs increase cyclic GMP levels to activate cGMP-dependent PKG, which shares homology with PKA in terms of its potential substrates (Misono 2011). Lipolysis in adipose tissue following adrenergic stimulation was thought to be solely dependant on cAMP levels, but it has been demonstrated that in white adipocytes, increased cGMP levels following NP treatment can also have a potent lipolytic effect (Lafontan et al. 2008). More recent work has shown that the same is true in brown adipocytes, where NPs can enhance the adrenergic activation of the intracellular kinases important for stimulating lipid oxidation and inducing thermogenic machinery (Bordicchia et al. 2012). This raises the possibility of achieving greater activation of BAT from an existing level of adrenergic stimulation, thus avoiding off-target effects associated with increasing sympathetic nervous tone itself (Whittle & Vidal-Puig 2012). Treating mice with NP resulted in increased energy expenditure and an induction of thermogenic genes in BAT, but given the role of NP in the kidney, dosing obese humans with NP itself is unlikely to be a viable therapeutic approach.

**Muscle**

During exercise, skeletal muscle becomes a highly metabolically active organ, disposing of carbohydrates and lipids just like BAT, but over recent years, it has also become recognised as an important secretory organ. It is clear that the production of many of these myokines increases during/following exercise, resulting in positive metabolic effects in other organs, including adipose tissue. The full scope and potential impact of these findings has been the subject of a detailed review (Pedersen & Febbraio 2012), but one specific myokine, irisin, has been implicated directly in the regulation of BAT.

Exercise increases Ucp1 expression in BAT, improves vascular function and insulin sensitivity, increases the metabolic response to cold and improves the ability of pre-adipocytes from BAT to differentiate into mature brown adipocytes (Seebacher & Glanville 2010, Xu et al. 2011). No clear mechanism had been suggested for how these BAT effects were mediated but the characterisation of irisin has presented a potential candidate. Bostrom et al. (2012) show that exercise also induces a ‘browning’ of traditional white fat depots and that this effect can be enhanced by PGC1α over-expression in muscle. They examined candidate PGC1α-dependent myokines and found that irisin (a cleavage product of FNDC5) was able to induce brown adipocyte gene expression in cultured adipocytes from WAT, via activation of peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor α (PPARα). The group also demonstrate that viral over-expression of FNDC5 improves the metabolic profile of mice with diet-induced obesity and that the browning effect of exercise on WAT is impaired by injecting antibodies to FNDC5.

Exercise has a clear positive effect on multiple facets of metabolic health but is an activity often precluded by mechanical limitations in morbidly obese individuals. Therefore, identification of the molecular mechanisms driving these beneficial effects might be of particular importance. Irisin appears to increase the number of cells within WAT that have the potential to dispose of excess lipids. The key question now is whether exploiting this molecular mechanism in obese patients would drive new ‘beige’ cells to undertake this task, or whether this oxidative function is dependant on other changes induced by exercise itself. There is certainly increasing evidence that multiple factors can enhance the propensity for pre-adipocytes to become ‘beige adipocytes’, which are different in lineage from classical BAT in mice, and recently it has been suggested that depots in humans identified as BAT have expression profiles more similar to murine beige adipocytes (Wu et al. 2012). Unfortunately, there are to date very little data to allow us to infer the metabolic relevance of these beige cells from a bioenergetics perspective.

**Liver**

Within the field of research into metabolic disease, great interest surrounds fibroblast growth factor 21 (FGF21). This follows the finding that transgenic mice over-expressing FGF21 in liver exhibit resistance to diet-induced obesity, alongside markedly enhanced insulin...
sensitivity and reduced circulating triglycerides (Kharitonenkov et al. 2005). Further studies have demonstrated that treatment of obese mice with FGF21 is sufficient to reduce bodyweight by 20% and that this negative energy balance is brought about almost entirely by increased energy expenditure (Coskun et al. 2008). More recent work by Hondares et al. (2010) found that FGF21 secretion by liver is an important component of the neonatal response to the cold environmental stress of life outside the womb. The researchers demonstrated that hepatic FGF21 production increased in response to initial suckling, dependent on PPARz. Treatment of neonates with additional FGF21 greatly enhanced the activation of thermogenic machinery in BAT and this response was also seen in treated brown adipocytes. The same group has since shown that FGF21 is also produced by BAT in response to thermogenic activation and that following cold exposure BAT becomes the major contributor to serum levels of the peptide (Hondares et al. 2011). This finding suggests that BAT is an endocrine organ in its own right, which is able to positively regulate its own activity and potentially increase FGF21 signalling in other metabolic tissues. The fact that FGF21 requires a specific membrane receptor, betaKlotho, to facilitate its interaction with traditional FGF receptors might also increase its potential as a therapeutic target (Ogawa et al. 2007).

### Brown adipose tissue

In addition to FGF21 production, there are other BAT-intrinsic molecular mechanisms, which might be exploited to enhance the capacity for thermogenesis in humans by increasing the pool of BAT in any given individual. Molecules such as bone morphogenetic protein 7 (BMP7) and the transcription factor PR domain containing 16 (PRDM16) have become recognised as key factors necessary for driving the differentiation of adipocyte precursors to a brown cell fate (Scale et al. 2008, Tseng et al. 2008). Traditional brown adipocytes originate from a myocyte lineage and require PRDM16 to suppress myogenic gene expression and allow induction of the brown adipogenic programme. BMP7 is expressed early in brown fat development as a secreted factor necessary for the formation of traditional BAT depots. BMP7 induces expression of PRDM16 as well as PGC1α and its secretory nature makes its signalling pathway an obvious candidate for therapeutic application. The amount of BAT varies significantly between individuals and is generally harder to detect with increasing bodyweight, perhaps partly due to the insulating capacity of WAT and a reduced demand for heat production (Pfannenberg et al. 2010). In any case, the fact that those in greatest need of BAT likely possess less of it means that the ability to differentiate a greater number of mature brown adipocytes from precursor cells might be a very useful tool. Whether manipulation of these molecular mechanisms has the potential, like irisin, to increase the number of ‘beige’ cells in WAT depots remains questionable, as these cells do not stem from the same lineage as traditional brown adipocytes (Petrovic et al. 2010, Wu et al. 2012). Another BMP, BMP8B, has more recently come to light that functions to increase thermogenesis through a completely different mechanism. This secreted protein functions both in BAT, to enhance the response to adrenergic stimulation, and in brain, to specifically increase the level of sympathetic activation of thermogenesis (Whittle et al. 2012). Doubtless, as we continue to examine BAT in more detail, we will learn more about the endogenous mechanisms that regulate its function and interaction with global physiological responses.

### Central regulation of BAT

The SNS regulation of BAT is coordinated in the hypothalamus, where information on environmental and nutritional changes affects the appropriate activation of thermogenesis. Thyroid hormone, a key regulator of BAT, has recently been shown to exert a substantial portion of its thermogenic effect by regulating AMP-activated protein kinase activity in the ventromedial hypothalamus (Lopez et al. 2010). In fact, the ability of a large number of hormones and circulating factors to activate BAT via hypothalamic mechanisms has been the focus of a previous review (Whittle et al. 2011). This topic will not be discussed here, but it is important to acknowledge that multiple endogenous mechanisms exist with the capacity to switch on thermogenesis without directly signalling to brown adipocytes. This includes gut hormones and adipokines such as leptin.

### Macrophages

Perhaps the most surprising of the emerging family of BAT regulators are macrophages. Technically, these do not produce a novel type of molecule, but their mechanism of interaction with BAT has forced researchers to question the previous dogma surrounding adrenergic regulation of thermogenesis. As discussed earlier in this review, macrophage polarisation has become an area of particular focus in metabolic disease. Nguyen et al. (2011) noticed that markers of M2 or anti-inflammatory macrophage polarisation were up-regulated in BAT and WAT following cold exposure. Mice that lacked the ability to polarise macrophages in this manner due to the absence of interleukin 4 (IL4) signalling were also unable to maintain their body function.
temperature in the cold. Conversely, treating mice with IL-4 resulted in more of these M2 macrophages in BAT and an increase in energy expenditure. The authors propose that these macrophages themselves secrete catecholamines to sustain BAT activation. This is not unheard of; macrophages in lung secrete catecholamines as part of the immune response to acute tissue injury (Flierl et al. 2009), but the findings in BAT are intriguing because they place anti-inflammatory macrophages inside the normal regulatory loop of BAT physiology. This idea is extremely novel and still needs to be confirmed in other murine models and dissected in greater molecular detail in terms of its mechanism of action. It seems for instance that a large part of the effect may be driven by a role of these macrophages facilitating the prolonged efflux of lipids stored in WAT to fuel high rates of oxidation in BAT.

From these findings, it is tempting to question whether the switch towards inflammatory macrophage polarisation typical of obese states could be a contributing factor to weight gain – actively impairing BAT function and thus depressing energy expenditure. There is to date no evidence to suggest that inflammation causes obesity, but a pro-inflammatory milieu is certainly common in individuals who have already become obese. Perhaps the relevance of these finds is more pertinent for those trying to reverse obesity, whereby more inflammation is not so much of a driver of weight gain but an inhibitor of weight loss.

Translation to human biology

Current strategies to address obesity and its related diseases are failing, and unless new approaches are designed and implemented, the associated health burden will cripple economies across the globe. There is now substantial evidence that inappropriately high levels of lipid accumulation in organs outside of adipose tissue are an important factor driving much of the morbidity and mortality associated with obesity (Wymann & Schneiter 2008, Unger et al. 2009). Therefore, given that its primary function is to burn lipids in an energetically wasteful process and the fact that historically it has been largely dismissed as metabolically irrelevant in humans, BAT constitutes something of an untapped resource. Its usefulness in human disease should of course be carefully considered; much of the work outlined in this review draws on evidence from murine models and caution must be exercised when translating the findings to humans. There is also huge variance between individuals concerning the amount of BAT activity that can be detected using current methods, and it may well be that the modern living environment (central heating and indoor work environments) removes much of the environmental stimulus for BAT activation (Johnson et al. 2011). However, there is almost certainly a correlation between factors that increase the risk of metabolic syndrome (insulin resistance, higher fat mass and increasing age) and reduced activity of BAT in human subjects (Pfannenberg et al. 2010, Ouellet et al. 2011). Whether this correlation indicates cause or consequence of obesity will likely be a matter of debate for years to come, but, in any case, it represents an opportunity. In people where chronic positive energy balance has led to increased risk of metabolic disease, there is a suggestion that BAT could be more active than it is.

Designing new therapeutic approaches

As BAT performs such a specialised role and one that opposes the goals of other tissues (energy wastage compared to energy conservation), it is perhaps reasonable to think that regulatory pathways have arisen that are extremely specific to this tissue. Therefore, if novel targets are sought to bring about changes to energy balance and lipid homoeostasis, an oxidative cellular mass that sits within a regulatory network of metabolic organs and has largely been discounted as a clinical resource may not be a bad place to start looking. The recent explosion of findings from murine studies is extremely encouraging, if only as a demonstration of the various options for further investigation. Beyond this, it is a success story emanating from the use of animal phenotyping to dissect poorly understood physiological processes and one that has begun to yield valuable results. The combination of molecules with roles restricted to BAT and thermogenic activation (PRDM16 and irisin) and those with the ability to bring about wider metabolic improvements in multiple tissues (FGF21) suggests that we may one day be able to tailor therapy to an individual’s specific needs. While these findings need their relevance clarified in humans, it certainly seems that pharmacology has a few new targets to aim for.

Administering drugs that enhance the formation of beige cells is also an attractive mechanism to enhance the thermogenic capacity of an individual by expanding their pool of BAT. Mouse strains with higher thermogenic gene expression in WAT depots tend to be more resistant to obesity and insulin resistance than those with less (West et al. 1992, Guerra et al. 1998). However, the morphological manipulation of distinct tissue depots is a long way from becoming reality and would require years of extensive testing before safety concerns surrounding its use in humans could be satisfied. Yet some of those molecules that at first glance seem unlikely candidates for direct use as drugs (NPs for example) still serve to demonstrate that there may be
mileage to improve earlier thermogenic approaches that were effective but unsafe. We know that increasing sympathetic nervous activation to BAT reduces body weight in humans and mice but cannot be done specifically enough in the former, as it detrimentally affects the cardiovascular system. Caution will also be required when deciding how potently to activate BAT, even if it can be done specifically. Active BAT requires increased blood supply and oxygen and cold-exposed mice become hypertensive and display cardiac hypertrophy. Likewise, cold temperatures worsen hypertension and risk of stroke in humans (Sun 2010). Some of these manifestations are likely to be part of the broader physiological response to cold, but still unnecessary BAT-driven cardiac stress will need to be avoided in obese individuals.

By continuing to search within the brown and beige adipocytes’ molecular mechanisms, it is conceivable that we might find ways to leave classical thermogenic regulators such as the adrenergic axis untouched but improve BAT’s response to existing levels of activation. Such approaches might allow us to make resident BAT depots get a little warmer.
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